
PRESSING 
TIPS & 

TECHNIQUES



PRESSING 
TOOLS



NEEDLE BOARD

Press velvet, corduroy and other fabrics with a deep pile 

Eliminates crushing pile 

Lay fabric face down, press on the wrong side 

Flexible to shape over a ham or other shaping tool 

“Dritz: How Use  a Needle Board.”Be Crafty.            
http://m.dritz.com/sites/default/files/tutorials/dritz-
tutorial-how-use-needle-board.pdf
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Press curves to fit body contours 

Press darts, sleeves, cuffs, collars, useful for most seams 

Covered with wool on one side, cotton on the other 

Large hams make pressing easier  

Football kicking tees make                                                   
great ham holders

TAILOR’S HAM & HAM HOLDERS
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TAILOR’S HAM & SLEEVE ROLL- MAKE YOUR OWN

“How to Make Tailor’s Ham and Sausages.” Tilly and the 
Buttons, www.tillyandthebuttons.com/2012/08/how-to-
make-tailors-hams-and-sausages.html. 

Pattern and instructions online 

Press curved seams easily
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EZY-HEM METAL HEM PRESS TEMPLATE

Fold fabric over the gauge to press straight or curved edges 

Measures ¼" to 2½" hems, markings on both sides 

Lightweight durable metal 

“Sewing Tutorial: How to Use the Dritz Ezy-Hem Gauge 
for Sewing Projects.” Make Something, 
makesomething.dritz.com/sewing-product-info/sewing-
tutorial-hem-gauge/
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PAPER BAG STRIPS

Place heavy paper strips between the                                  
seam allowance and garment 

Prevents seam impressions                                                   
from showing on the right side
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CLAPPER

Flattens seams and sets creases 

Steam the seam open, set by pressing with a clapper 

Hardwood absorbs steam 

Tapered with curved ends                                                       
to fit various garment areas 
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CLAPPER/POINT PRESSER

Wooden tool to press open seams in hard                                    
to reach areas, such as collars 

The flat surface can be use as a clapper 

A wooden cooking spoon wrapped in fabric                         
can substitute as a point presser
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TAILORING BOARD

Multi purpose wooden pressing board with a flat surface, 
points, angles and various curves 

Individual sections may be padded and covered 

Threads. “How to use a Tailor's Board.” YouTube, 
YouTube, 9 Dec. 2015, www.youtube.com/watch?
v=evD08Ezo5qY
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SLEEVE ROLL

Used to press narrow areas, such as sleeves, pant legs 

Prevents seam allowance impressions 

Curved ends for pressing                                                  
small areas 

Wool on one side,                                                                                       
cotton on the other
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WOODEN SHAPING TOOL

Finial mounted on a base for pressing curved areas 

Excellent for bra-making 

Put a sock on it for a soft cover 
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SINGLE FOLD PRESS AND HEM GUIDE SET

Ten guides: ¼" - ½" -  ⅝" -  ¾" - 1" - 1¼" - 1½"- 2” - 2½” - 3"  

Heat-resistant guides to fold and press the fabric 

Steam is absorbed through these guides 

Each guide is 11" long 

Guides have a textured                                                                    
finish for subtle gripping 

From Nancy’s Notions
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SEAM STICK

Wooden tool to open and flatten straight seams 

Eliminates seam imprints 

Use the flat side as a clapper to set seams and creases 

Use two, press seam over the curve, set with the flat side 

“Socks” available to cushion the stick 

Place on the edge of the sewing area to prevent                         
items from rolling                                                                     
or sliding off
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SLEEVE BOARD

Use to press seams open in narrow areas, such as sleeves 

Looks like a mini ironing board 

An open space between the base and sleeve board is 
necessary for smooth pressing 

Fearless. “How to Make a                                              
Sleeve Board.” Fearless Makers,                       
www.fearlessmakers.com/                                                
how-to-make-sleeve-board/
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PRESSING MITT

Wear on your hand to safely press                                       
difficult to reach areas that don’t                                            
fit on an ironing board 

Fits right or left hand 

Press collars, lapels, sleeve caps 

Reach inside bags 

Press hanging garments,                                                       
quilts or home dec items
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IRON SHOE

A thin perforated attachment that fits over the soleplate 

Distributes steam evenly 

Helps control heat to eliminate                                  
scorching and shiny iron marks 

Typically made of Teflon
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HAMMER

Flattens seams that have multiple layers                                
of thick fabric, such as denim 

Pound on a hard wooden surface 

Use a press cloth to prevent shine 

Excessive pounding may                                                             
cause fibers to break 

Try a rubber mallet                                                                
for softer pounding 
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IRONS



HANDHELD STEAMER

Removes wrinkles from hanging garments 

Use to steam shrink yardage 

Space saver for travel 

Does not set creases
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MINI IRON

Presses seams open on hard to reach areas 

Small tip for precise pressing 

Use for patchwork and crafts
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TRAVEL STEAM IRON

Uses less power 

Non-stick soleplate 

Works well with an ironing blanket on the sewing table 

Great for pressing                                                                  
the inside of bags 

Easy for children to use
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GRAVITY FEED IRON

Industrial strength, generates                                              
lots of steam & heat 

Heavy, apply less pressure                                         than 
other irons 

There is a water reservoir suspended                                             
above the ironing board, a hose feeds                                    
water to the iron 

Press a long time between refills 

Activate steam by pressing a                                              
button on the iron  

Generates steam in any position
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FINGER PRESSING TOOLS

Wall paper roller 
Good width for opening                                                                 
⅝” seams 

Clothespin, make your own 
Separate the sections 

Discard the metal spring 

Glue the two flat sides together 

Press with the thicker top end
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MANGLE

Presses large flat items, such as yardage, linens, curtains 

Adjustable steam and temperature settings
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IRON CLEANERS

Remove fusible and sticky residues 

Bo-Nash Iron Clean reusable cloths 
Wipe a hot iron over the cleaning cloth,                                 
have a paper towel or rag underneath 

Washable, reuse up to ten times 

Dritz Iron-Off Hot Iron Cleaner 
Squeeze about 2" of Iron-Off™                                                          
onto thickly folded cloth 

Rub hot iron over cloth  

Wipe iron clean with a thick cloth
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PRESSING 
SURFACES



PRESSING MAT

Portable, keep near sewing machine or for travel 

May be made from cotton, wool or                                     
a heat reflective surface
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IRONING SURFACE

Build a cutting table add-on to press 
large items, such as yardage, linens 

Cut a piece of plywood about                    
2" wider than the cutting table 

Attach a wooden strip to each side           
of the plywood edge to hold in place 

Cover and pad,                                           
such as layers                                               
of heavy flannel
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PRESS 
CLOTHS
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IRONING MAT

Bo-Nash Reusable, Non-Stick Bo-Nash Ironing Mat 

Protects delicate fabrics 

Eliminates scorching and sticking 

Steam to passes through the holes 

Works as  a pressing cloth,                                                     
no more shine left behind 

Mat is 10 x 13.5 
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PRESS CLOTHS

Silk organza 
Sheer, transparent to see the work area 

Use with very high heat 

Fine texture eliminates weave texture transfer to the fabric 

Cotton bastiste 
Absorbs moisture evenly 

Prevents shine 

Use with steam or dry iron
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RAJAH PRESS CLOTH

Set permanent pleats or creases in fabrics that have                 
at least 50% polyester 

Heat and steam releases chemicals in the cloth                      
to set (or remove) creases 

Can be up to 1000 times 

Washable
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TISSUE PAPER

Great for fusing interfacing 

Somewhat transparent, easy to see that fabric                          
and interfacing are aligned 

Use underneath and on top of fabric 

Keeps fusing residue off iron & ironing board 

Doesn’t stretch, keeps fabrics from stable 

Comes in big sheets 

Inexpensive
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TEMPLATES



PRESS CLOTH POCKET TEMPLATE TIP

Use silk organza with a pocket template 

Layer organza, pocket fabric & template                                       
Pull the organza over the template to                                  
neatly distribute the seam allowance                                             
over the corners
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PERFECT PLEATER®

Makes pleating as easy 

Make endless rows of perfect knife pleats 

Pleats fabric, ribbon, or lace 

Makes ¼" -  ½" - ¾" - 1"                                                       
or wider pleats 

Return is ⅜" deep 

8" x11" form 

From Clotilde
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POCKET TEMPLATE

Shapes pockets. 

Metal template has four different corner curves                                            
½" -  ⅝" - ¾" - 1¼" 

Two-sided clip holds                                                            
the fabric in place 

From Nancy’s Notions
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RESOURCES

B, Phil, and Instructables. “Make a Seam Stick for 
Tailoring.” Instructables.com, Instructables, 1 Nov. 2017, 
www.instructables.com/id/Make-a-Seam-Stick-for-
Tailoring/.  

“Press That Bad Mamma Jamma - Gorgeous Fabrics 
University.” YouTube, 8 July 2012, https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=DCp7obka-
DM&feature=youtu.be 

Coffin, David Page. “A Pressing Matter.” Seamwork, 
www.seamwork.com/issues/2016/09/a-pressing-matter. 

“Pressing Your Sewing Projects.” Tilly and the Buttons, 
www.tillyandthebuttons.com/2013/03/pressing-your-
sewing-projects.html
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RESOURCES CON’T

Threads magazine. “Guide to Press Cloths.” Threads, 
Threads, 11 Oct. 2017, www.threadsmagazine.com/
2011/03/16/guide-to-press-cloths 

University of Kentucky. Make Your Own Pressing 
Equipment. University of Kentucky Cooperative 
Extension, 2008, www2.ca.uky.edu/hes/fcs/FACTSHTS/
CT-MMB-214.pdf
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